
URANOMANIAC 2001.1
by Dr. Kevin Balch, Dr. Steven Clay, and Dr. Martin Cohen

From the publishers of URANUSMAXIMUS  comes a new, more
comprehensive collection: URANOMANIAC 2001.1. This unique
ten volume sky atlas expands our knowledge of the universe; it
expands even further when wet. This incredible database covers
stars to Magnitude 26.5! Nobody before has ever claimed to fully
label as many stars (billions and billions, and billions), and non-
stellar objects (including color coded close-ups of 112 complete
solar systems, Black Holes, and comets coming through the year
2075). And it is very affordable; all ten volumes of this atlas sell
for far less than one of today's trendy Space Telescopes.

URANOMANIAC 2001.1 was compiled by the famous team of
Dr. Kevin Balch V.M.D., Dr. Steven Clay D.D.S., and Dr. Martin C.
Cohen (of Cohen, Dewey Cheatem, and Howe) using the world’s
only Astro-Physics 7 Meter Multiple Refractor Telescope: 1,521 - 7
inch "Starfire EDF" telescopes working in parallel. The sky photo
surveys were conducted over the weekend of July 4, 1988 from
Company Seven Astronomiches Institute Observatories located
on the heights of lower southeast Washington, D.C., and at a
really enlightened southern hemisphere location - Bikini Atoll.

URANOMANIAC 2001.1 was computer plotted by Dr. Apfel
MacIntosh, then labeled by the world famous porno cartographer
Randy McNally. Celestial objects are in black against a white
background. Each volume is 9.1 inches wide and 12.1 inches tall
(compare that to common 9 x 12 atlases!), bound into ten 24 inch
thick heavy duty hardback books making it convenient to use at
your telescope (an excellent counterweight, foot rest, step, ect.!).

For a limited time we will include the compact Field Edition FREE!
This is the entire ten volume set reduced in size by eliminating
the white background and placing remaining print on to only two
sheets (27 feet x 27 feet each)!

The forward (written by Dr. Carl Sargon, and Ray Badbury - for a
fee of course) is one of the most mushy articles ever composed,
and is GUARANTEED to make you cry every time you look up to
the Heavens! Also found in Volume I is a lavishly  illustrated 327
page biography writen by Dr. Martin C. Cohen about Dr. Martin
C. Cohen, followed by a tribute from Dr. Steven Clay to Dr. Kevin
Balch, and a tribute from Dr. Kevin Balch to Dr. Steven Clay.

URANOMANIC 2001.1 has been well received by critics
(well, recieved anyway) - many of them being left speechless:

Sky and Telescope, and Binoculars "beyond words!

Ill Astronomie "doing wonders for paper company stockholders"

Joe Isuzu - "a monumental work which I’m sure will rival the
Bible when viewed by generations to come -

you have my word on it"

Physics Yesterday "such a wealth of ___ that discretion disallows
a more in depth appraisal"

President George H. W. Bush "a thousand points of light"

Deep "the wealth that the authors are amassing is impressive"

Alfred E. Neuman "What Me Worry?"

Southeast Laurel Times "Certainly the finest Star Atlas we've
reviewed this week"

Roland Christen and Bob Steinberger “You guys are crazy!”

Below is a full scale segment from URANOMANIAC 2001.1,
which  spans about 2 two Arc Secs. Compare this to what you use
now and see what you are missing!
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Above: even at first glance it is obvious the stars and galaxies
(the brightest shown is only Magnitude 21.7) are charted onto a

fraction of the area that is just empty white space on other
atlases such as the one below (4 Arc Minute area shown!)
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Above: Big deal! one lousy 8-1/2 Magnitude star in their Atlas.

 So, to take advantage of this special, limited offer just pick up
the phone and call 1-800-555-U812 to order URANOMANIAC
for just 10 cents per page! Or send Cash, or First Born Males to:

 Company Seven URAMOMANIAC Offer
Montpelier, Maryland 20709-0587

We'll send you just what you deserve!
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